
The ResurrectionWayAhead
A sermon preached by Emily Hull McGee onMatthew 28:16-20

on June 4, 2023, with First Baptist Church on Fifth, Winston-Salem, NC

I.

The late preacher George Buttrick was once sitting on an airplane,

readying for his flight, andmaking notes for an upcoming sermon hewas

planning out. As luck would have it, theman next to him got curious about

what Buttrick was doing and asked him about it, to which Buttric responded,

“I’mworking on next Sunday’s sermon – I’m a preacher.” “Oh yeah,” theman

replied, “religion! I like to keepmy religion simple – I don’t like complicated

doctrines. ‘Do unto others as youwould have them do unto you.’ The Golden

Rule – that’s my religion!” “I see,” Rev. Buttrick replied, “andwhat is it that you

do.” “Well, I teach in the science department at the university. I’m an

astronomer.” “Ah yes, astronomy,” Buttrick shot back. “Well, I don’t like to get

very technical about such things. ‘Twinkle, twinkle, little star, how I wonder

what you are.’ That’s my astronomy –whywould anyone ever needmore than

that!?”1

Wehumans sure do like to simplify things, don’t we? Andwho can

blame us!With intricate systems of everything from the human body to the

way themindworks, from endlessly-changing geopolitical affairs to the

endlessly-long aisles worth of choices at grocery stores and Amazon

storefronts, it’s no wonder that ourminds crave simplicity.

And yet, our experience of some things in this life are enhanced, and

yes, evenmademore wondrous and transformative by leaning into their

1 A story first told by Tom Long quoted in this commentary here:
https://cepreaching.org/commentary/2017-06-05/matthew-2816-20/
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mystery, by not practicing the well-trod path of finding the lowest common

denominator by which to seek understanding. God is one such example.

II.

We’re wading into themystery today, as wemark Trinity Sunday, that

day in our Christian liturgical year when this wondrous piece of the Christian

tradition is set before us for our examination. Trinity Sunday asks us to

wonder about the one Godwho is three— Father, Son, Spirit / Creator,

Redeemer, Sustainer — and howGod in God’s vast three-nessmakes for a

dynamic dance of oneness, Godwho is “up there, down here, and

everywhere,.2 This understanding of one God, three expressions is woven

into the fabric of our worship, like in “Holy Holy Holy” we sang as worship

began, and in our common language and our rituals, like when baptize those

who newly claim Christ “in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy

Spirit.”

It’s on Trinity Sunday that pastors and teachers and Sunday School

leaders all around the world try and unpack this mystery of three-in-onewith

devices that help us to grasp it. You’ve heard them, I’m sure. The Trinity is like

water: three forms, one substance— solid, liquid, and gas. Or the Trinity is

like a tree: three parts, one thing— the roots, the trunk, and the branches.

The Trinity is like an egg: three pieces, one whole— the shell, the yolk, and the

egg white. The Trinity is like a triangle: three sides, one shape. The Trinity is

like St. Patrick’s shamrock: three petals, one clover. Or (courtesy of John

Wesley), the Trinity is like three candles in a room, one light by which to

2 SALT Project, “Relationships areWhoWeAre,”
https://www.saltproject.org/progressive-christian-blog/2020/6/1/relationships-are-who-we-are-salts-lecti
onary-commentary-for-trinity-sunday
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read.”3 (In case you didn’t have a favorite Trinity metaphor, now you have six

to choose from!)

Apart from this fine intellectual exercise of understanding a piece of

the Christian experience, the deeper question youmay even be asking

yourself right now is this:why does it matter?Why does it matter how I

understand God – one or three or whatever! In a timewhen challenges to

human decency or sheer compassion are rife, in a culture that prizes

individuality and isolation, in a season of suffering or fear or debt or

overwhelm, and even on this graduate Sundaywhenwe bless those who have

reached this threshold and stand ready for what’s is yet to be, why does it

matter for us to ask, ‘who is God?’ It matters, because the converse question

hangs on the underside, just waiting for our attention. For if we ask, “who is

God,” the next question becomes, “thenwho am I?”

III.

The Gospel ofMatthewwill be our lantern today as we peer into the

mystery of the Trinity. This gospel is familiar terrain for us: we’ve traversed it

a good bit this year andwill return to in the fall. Andwe pick back up in

Matthew right where we’ve left off in the other gospels during the season

after Easter; that is, after the resurrection, as Jesus’ disciples are trying to

figure out what’s next.

It’s the aftermath of resurrection, where just eleven of twelve disciples

enter the story following Judas’ betrayal. Matthew tells us that the eleven

“went to Galilee to themountain to which Jesus had directed them,” likely as

3 Thanks to Debie Thomas for this thorough rundown of Trinity metaphors, “The Undivided Trinity,”
https://www.journeywithjesus.net/essays/2655-the-undivided-trinity
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much a theological reference as a geographical one.4 (I bet you remember

how fondMatthew is of a mountain!)

Speaking truth, Matthew said of the disciples’ first sign of Jesus: “when

they saw him, they worshiped him; but some doubted.” I can’t help but to hear

echoes of resurrection and the dual experiences of “fear and great joy,” of

“wonder and terror,” of all themultitudes containedwithin the real, lived,

human experience of God. Jesus came to themwith authority, saying “go

therefore,” or in the King James Version which some of usmemorized first,

“go ye therefore,” or in our Southern parlance, “go y’all therefore.” Jesus was

talking to all! Y’all go – not just as a collection of individuals, but go together

andmake disciples of all nations, baptizing them and teaching themmy

commandments.”

“Notice that this is no hit-and-run evangelism,” Tom Long clarifies.

“What the disciples are sent to do is not to hurl gospel leaflets into the wind

or hold a rally in a stadium. They are called to the harder, less glamorous,

more patient task of making disciples, of building Christian communities.”5

They’re to live as Jesus lived, love as Jesus loved, serve as Jesus served.

They’re to do as we said of ourselves in a recent Congregational

Conversation: prioritize his priorities, all the while making hisWay clear, even

if not simple.

Andwhat has this to dowith the Trinity? They’re to baptize in the name

of the Father, of the Son, and of the Spirit – meaning, in their togetherness,

they’re to point others toward the together-God they follow. For this is not a

God of one, but of many. This is not a God, apart, aloof, unavailable. This is not

a Godwho refuses to come near. And if anything of the complex, mysterious,

5 Ibid.

4 Thomas Long,Matthew,Westminster Bible Companion, p325.
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wondrous Trinity is actually quite clear, it’s that the Godwe know as Holy

Parent, Holy Redeemer, Holy Spirit is “deeply, irreducibly relational.”

God cannot be God if not for relationships! There is no one God

without all three expressions. Because at the divine core, God is a God of

conversation, of dynamic relationship. The EasternOrthodox traditions of

our Christian faith have a great Greekword for this conversation, this

relationship this interrelatedness among the Trinity – perichoresis. (Graduates

– I know I’m throwing Greek at you in your last few days of school, but stay

withme for a sec!) Translated as “to flow around, to dance, to dwell mutually

within one another,” a perichoretic Trinity is one in which Parent, Son, and

Spirit retain their unique identities apart from one another, but choose to

dance with each other, their oneness depending on the relationship between

the three. Perichoresis reminds us that even as we often say God and think

Father orMother or Creator, “God” truly is the full circle of three, whirling

together in delight. Don’t you just love that?

So if the Trinity helps us get at the question of “who is God,” then how

does it help whenwe ask, “thenwho am I?”

IV.

This year has given our church the opportunity to explore what it

means to be “On theWay.”We began our adventure just after our church’s

150th anniversary last fall, and this image has accompanied our journey,

hasn’t it?We’ve considered how to begin andwhat to pack, charting the

course and casting the vision.We’ve imagined the obstacles encountered and

burnout expected, moving from generation to generation in the birth of

Jesus, to the illumined path home by another way from the light of Christ, to
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the lessons along the way in our Lenten study of the Sermon on theMount, to

the resurrection ways of living in Easter and Pentecost.

We’ll of course keep traveling on the way of life and faith even after a

good theme draws to a close. And it feels appropriate that we conclude our

theme as we celebrate our graduates, the ones who have been on quite a

journey which is now reaching its conclusion.

Yet I sure hope is that in all thesemonths of talking about our journey

and practicing pilgrimage andmoving through this life along theWay, that

you’ve learned a thing or two – about God, of course, but about yourself,

about us. And if there was one thing I hope you have learned, it’s that the

Way is for traveling together!

Our friendsMary Foskett and Scott Hudgins have just completed their

pilgrimage of the Camino de Santiago in Spain. Of this gift of traveling the

Way together, Mary said this: “It seems tome that what distinguishes a

pilgrimage from a really great walk are the people. A pilgrimage is not just

about one’s intention. It’s also about the others, the people who’ve gone

before you and left traces of their lives for you to perceive and receive, and

the people whom you encounter walking alongside you. People helping each

other see with fresh eyes, free from the trappings of our everyday lives that

collude against our seeing…. People walk the Camino for all sorts of reasons,

so I suspect that the Camino is about many things, and that everyone’s

Camino is in some sense, only their own. But it also seems tome that at least

one of the Camino’s important lessons is that finding yourself on theWay is

about finding others there, too.”6

6 Thanks toMary Foskett for her beautiful Camino reflections, this one as one of many. Facebook post from
May 24, 2023.
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Every temptation is there to go it alone. Entire industries have erupted

to convince us all that there is more to fear from each other than to love. The

Americanmyth of individualismwould have us to believe that if we don’t

achieve or grow or succeed or accomplish on our own, it doesn’t count! And

the contemporary illusion of isolation and loneliness would have us to

assume that no one can handle the baggage I carry, no one can know the

troubles I’ve seen, no one can understand or sympathize or shoulder or

accompanyme on this particular road, so I must go it alone.

We knowwhat happens next. It can start small – an ignored text or

phone call, a missed timewith friends or two or four, slipping away from your

small group or Sunday School class, canceled plans, a hunkering down and

pulling in and fearful sheltering of our lives, unsure if it’s now been too long to

reach out or unclear if I really belonged at all.

Yet in all the great mystery of the faith, every piece of evidence we have

about what matters most, who is God andwho am I, points to relationships.

Relationships within the Divine heart of Godwho is three-in-one.

Relationships with Jesus and the people he loved and served. Relationships

among the disciples and all the early Christians seeking to proclaim this good

news even after Jesus was gone. Relationships at the heart of the Christian

story. Relationships with each other, so that we practice over and over again

the companionship along the way.

The final words Jesus offers to his followers make a shade of holy

mystery plain: “I amwith you always, even to the end of the age.” I amwith

you always! This way of life is a way of relationships. There is no life abundant

apart from them! As Dietrich Bonhoeffer says, “there is no life if not life

together!” For there is no path we’ll walk that Jesus will not accompany, no
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experience we’ll have that Jesus is not alongside, noWay that is not filled

with all the fullness of relationships to bring it to life.

Friends, graduates, church – this is the resurrection way forward. No

matter the road, wewalk it together.

V.

Perhaps you’ve heard before the story of a certain manwho had died

andwas on his way to heaven, but wanted to take a peek into that other place

before hemade his way to heaven. Hewas granted this wish and looked into

the abyss we know as hell. Rather than seeing the torment of flames hewas

astonished to find banquet tables ladenwith the very best of food and people

sitting around the tables. How could this possibly be a place of punishment?

Then he took a closer look and saw the anguish on the faces of those who

were gathered around the tables. Finally, he sawwhy. A personwould take a

piece of the glorious food in front of them and try to put that food to their

mouths but they could not. In hell, no one could bend an elbow. They could

see the food, smell the food, and even pick up the food, but were unable to

put the food to their mouths. Now that is torture! Themanwas ready to go

on to heaven as he cried, “Get me out of here.”

As he arrived in heaven he noticed the scenewas very similar. Large

banquet tables were crowdedwith people around the tables. However,

rather than faces of anguish the scenewas one of great joy and jubilation. He

figured that the answermust be that in heaven you could bend your elbows.

But that was not the case. Instead he saw that everyone’s elbowswere just as

locked in placed as he had seen before. The difference was that in heaven

someonewould take food from the table and instead of trying to get the food

to his or her mouth they would reach across and share the foodwith
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someone next to them and in likemanner they had the food sharedwith

them. Because these people had learned to sacrifice by following in the way

of Christ who promised to bewith us always, heavenwasmerely an extension

of the joy that people findwhen they learn to sacrifice and lean into the gift of

relationships.7

In the great mysteries of this world, few things are simple, but one is

clear: weweremade for each other by a God in whom togetherness is their

very essence. This is good news for us all! Maywe practice it in our living –

today and even to the end of the age!

7Not sure the origin of this story, but I’ve heard it mywhole life as an illustration that my dad, Rev. Dr. David
Hull, has returned to again and again as one illustrative of the Christian life.
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